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has already begun, and The Lions are to begin their crucial season in Europe, where they will face regional rivals Cú Chulainn Ough Lideach.According to the senior Football Association of Ireland podcast, the team has been brought back after they last appeared in the green jersey in
2017, when Cork co-hosted the inter-provincial decider with Munster. A group of ten players from each team have been invited to play against one another twice, that of the Harps and Ó Súilleabháin first, and the Cork and Loughnane with a couple of days rest. The four winning
teams face off on the last day of the campaign in Croke Park between the and the Alan Ellis makes a return to the fold after his farewell appearance against in 2017, while Jeff McBride will make his debut after being named among the substitutes.McBride will be joined by fellow full-
backs Lorcan Daly and Alan O’Neill, with captain Stephen Cluxton and the two up front.The Ireland international Clarke and manager Alvin Martin will both return for his second spell in charge of the Harps.The latest All-Ireland champions, who were ultimately beaten by Tyrone on the
final day of the 2016 campaign, will be looking to use their European experience to their advantage, as they start their season in Europe in 2017.All four inter-county derbies take place on the same weekend, with all five fixtures to be played between and The Rovers will be looking
to stage a senior comeback after suffering an early exit from the intermediate league in 2019.O’Sullivan made the breakthrough as a full-back for Dublin’s under-21 team, but his career was derailed after the tragic suicide of his older sister in 2011. However, after leaving the UCD
panel, O’Sullivan went on to represent East Waterford and became the most capped player in the history of the county.Dublin's under-21
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